
Our 2020-2021 Double-Up (Cluster) Audition Schedule 

We will be doubling-up auditions for six of the shows in our upcoming season. This 
is sometimes referred to as cluster auditions (auditioning multiple shows on the 
same date). Actors will have the option of auditioning for one or both shows but 
because the shows run back to back, actors who are cast can only do one of the two 
shows. 

These are the shows that will share audition dates: 

• Separate Beds and A Child’s Christmas In Wales - Aug 30 & 31, 2020
• Art of Murder and Old Ringers - Nov 22 & 23, 2020
• Now and Then and Baggage - Feb 21 & 22, 2021

Audition Schedule for the LBP 2020 – 2021 Season Plays (34th Season) 

As in the past, all auditions will start at 7:00pm. Actors will have the option of 
auditioning for one or both shows but because the shows run back to back, actors 
who are cast can only do one of the two shows. Scripts and sides will be available 
for perusal on our website (sides only) or at the Box Office between 10:00am and 
2:00pm weekdays. 

Show Performance Dates Audition Dates Additional 
Audition 
Dates** 

Cast 

Separate 
Beds 

Oct 21 – Nov 8, 2020 Aug 30 & 31, 2020 None Scheduled at 
this time 

2 female, 2 male 

A Child’s 
Christmas 
In Wales 

Dec 2 – Dec 20, 2020 Aug 30 & 31, 2020 None Scheduled at 
this time 

1 female, 
3 male 

Art of 
Murder 

Jan 20 – Feb 14, 2021 Nov 22 & 23, 2020 None Scheduled at 
this time 

2 female, 2 male 

Almost 
Maine 

Mar 10 – Apr 4, 2021 Nov 22 & 23, 2020 None Scheduled at 
this time 

2 female, 2 male 

Now and 
Then 

Apr 28 – May 16, 2021 Feb 21 & 22, 2021 None Scheduled at 
this time 

2 female, 2 male 

Baggage Jun 9 – Jun 27, 2021 Feb 21 & 22, 2021 None Scheduled at 
this time 

2 female, 2 male 

* Indicates doubled-up (cluster) auditions
** If needed, additional audition dates will be held to fill any additional casting needs.

The following flowchart defines how the double-up auditions will run: 

** 
ANNOYANCE 
Sep 6  
– 
Sep 24, 2017 

For information call (941) 475-6756. Hope to see you there! 



Lemon Bay Playhouse 

2020 - 2021 Season Plays (34th Season) 

Separate Beds, Comedy by M.J. Cruise, October 21 – November 8, 2020 

Directed by Bob La Salle 

Auditions: August 30 & 31, 2020 – Cast: 2 female and 2 male 
Ernie and Twink are in the autumn of their lives. In celebration of their 30th wedding anniversary, the couple’s 

children send them on a Caribbean cruise. Free of chores and children, Ernie and Twink are wined, dined and 

introduced to exciting people. When they meet the rich, seductive Blake and Beth, who still seem to have a perfect 

life together after ten years of marriage, Twink becomes infatuated with the glamour of the other couple’s lives and 

seeks to reignite the spark in her own marriage. 

A Child’s Christmas In Wales, Christmas by Polly Hogan, December 2 – December 20, 2020  

Directed by Polly Hogan 

Auditions: August 30 & 31, 2020 – Cast: 1 female and 3 male  
A lyrical and heartwarming dramatization of Dylan Thomas’s beloved story, adapted and directed by Polly Hogan. 

This magical tale was performed annually for 30 years at the Lyric Stage in Boston, Massachusetts. Filled with love, 

song and laughter, Thomas’s memories of his curmudgeon uncles, tipsy aunts and boyhood friends makes a perfect 

way to say Merry Christmas to those you love. This delightful show is a wonderful gift for all the family. “A 

wonderful Christmas present to be cherished again and again.”  WBZ-TV 

Art of Murder, Mystery by Joe Dipietro, January 20 – February 14, 2021 

Directed by Jeff Dillon 

Auditions: November 22 & 23, 2020 – Cast: 2 female and 2 male 
In a remote estate in the countryside of Connecticut, Jack Brooks, one of the most accomplished and eccentric 

painters of his generation, awaits the imminent arrival of his art dealer. But the visit is not a standard one, for Jack 

feels wronged, and he is intending to kill the man. As Jack lays out his intentions for the evening, his wife, Annie, 

calmly paints. She is reluctant to go along with the plan, until Jack's threat of violence convinces her otherwise. 

Harried and annoyed, Vincent, Jack's flamboyant art dealer, arrives. Will Jack carry out his plan? Will Annie help 

him? Or is something else going on? 

Almost, Maine, Comedy by John Cariani, March 10 – April 4, 2021 

Directed by Richard Levene or Will Horton 

Auditions: November 22 & 23, 2020 – Cast: 2 female and 2 male 
Welcome to Almost, Maine, a place that’s so far north, it’s almost not in the United States. It’s almost in Canada. 

And it’s not quite a town, because its residents never got around to getting organized. So it almost doesn’t exist. One 

cold, clear, winter night, as the northern lights hover in the star-filled sky above, the residents of Almost, Maine, 

find themselves falling in and out of love in unexpected and hilarious ways. Knees are bruised. Hearts are broken. 

But the bruises heal, and the hearts mend—almost—in this delightful midwinter night’s dream. 

Now and Then, Dramedy by Sean Grennan, April 28 – May 16, 2021   

Directed by John Munn 

Auditions: February 21 & 22, 2021 – Cast: 2 female and 2 male 
An unbelievable, funny and ultimately moving story about love and its wayward ways. Jamie is a young aspiring 

pianist working as a bartender. He is closing up for the night when an amiable older gentleman, who seems to know 

the place very well, enters and engages him in a friendly conversation. Jamie’s girlfriend Abby comes in. They are 

very much in love. Before you know it, the gentleman offers them a thousand dollars – each – to sit and just talk 

with him for one hour. They both could use the money and with some reluctance agree, and then hear an incredible 

story that changes their lives. A surprising fable about what it means to really love someone. 

Baggage, Comedy by Sam Bobrick, June 9 – June 27, 2021 

Directed by Ron Bupp 

Auditions: February 21 & 22, 2021 – Cast: 2 female and 2 male 
Two difficult, single people, Phyllis and Bradley, both trying to heal from their respective disappointing 

relationships, get their luggage mixed up at the airport. After a very disagreeable first encounter, the two decide to 

help each other get over their heartaches by forcing a friendship that eventually leads to the two discovering that 

while they may be too difficult for everyone else in the world, they are perfect for each other.
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